EASEUS Partition Master 6.0.1 – Newly
Upgraded Hard Disk Management Solution
Released
NEW YORK, N.Y., July 1 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS
the all-in-one hard disk management solution enhanced
support GPT disks such as initialize hard disk as GPT
manage/resize/move GPT partition, copy GPT partition,
disk data etc., is released by EASEUS Software.

Partition Master 6.0.1,
by the ability to
disk,
wipe and recover GPT

The ability to manage/resize/copy GPT disk partition is a must-have function
as the GPT disk format is growing fast in popularity. The new version 6.0.1
of EASEUS Partition Master is following this trend to fulfill its name as the
best and all-around hard disk manager to support not only MBR disk, but also
GPT disk management.
Besides new manage / resize / copy GPT partition features, EASEUS Partition
Master’s ability to support a dynamic disk is also booted up: it can now
convert a dynamic disk with EXT2, EXT3 and SWAP partitions to a basic disk
under Windows environments in addition to converting dynamic disks with FAT
and NTFS partitions.
Manage/resize/copy GPT partition is a function which was requested by users,
according to the company, and they also said that it implemented their
thoughts of providing the best options for users since to manage GPT
partitions is a “most wanted function” as per a poll.
While it is already the third upgrade in 2010, EASEUS is very confident that
they’re keeping up with the customers’ requirements as a leading hard disk
management solution provider. Apart from adding the functions to manage,
resize and copy GPT partitions and the small updates mentioned above, EASEUS
Partition Master Version 6.0.1 keeps its original modules of Partition
Manager, Disk & Partition Copy and Partition Recovery.
While EASEUS Partition Master 6.0.1 has all these functions and supports the
mainstream Windows operating systems like Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista/2008 and
Windows 7, it remains no more than 40MB in size and the price will stay the
same.
Pricing and Availability:
A Web Special $159 (original price $199) for Windows Server users is
available from the EASEUS Website at
www.partition-tool.com/easeus-partition-manager-server/.
EASEUS Partition Master Professional Edition is available for $39.95 from
EASEUS’ Website at www.partition-tool.com/professional.htm.
About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.

The company specializes in data recovery, partition manager and backup
software for Windows OS. Its major products are Data Recovery Wizard,
Partition Table Doctor, EASEUS Partition Master and Todo Backup. For more
information, please visit www.easeus.com.
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